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Wilmette CommunityBand Virtual Meeting Minutes 

6/14/22 

Attended: Skelton, Fodor, Nador, Isacsson, Linsenmeier, Fertig,  Jasieniecki, Urban, 

Tilles, 

Report from Fodor regarding payment for the 4th parade from Evanston would only be 250 

dollars. With costs being far above that, a vote by Terry,,seconded by Dennis to cancel was called, 

unanimously passed. The other two parades, Niles and Skokie would pay $900 and $800, enough 

to cover expenses, voted and passed unanimously. Details to be posted on line on the band web 

page. 

Discussion re parade day; meet at David’s church on Monday morning early 7ish to 

decorate, load and proceed to starting point (details to follow). Jeff  will bring the ladder and 

decorations, Sally to bring chairs, and water. Paul will bring flip folders. 

Ray Bolton is managing the band shirts. David reported the shirts are white polo style with 

embroidered band logo. We have sizes, one per person, and a few extras of  size assortment as 

back up. 

The Wilmette downtown concert charge was voted to be $500.00 asking price (since we 

have never received any reimbursement for the many previous performances). We hope to 

awarded something to cover expenses this time. 

Jeff  opened a discussion regarding the Lighthouse concert problems. The city of  Evanston 

has made several changes to the property adding parking meters, access to the beach, restrictions 
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on street parking and property utilization. It was moved to cancel the performance by Jeff, 

seconded by Paul and unanimously passed by the board. 

David floated the idea of  his Church parking lot outdoor concert. Jims church was also 

discussed but room for parking and set up was noted as a concern. The idea will be discussed 

later and perhaps an indoor setting may be considered depending upon the Covid problem. 

Linsenmeier suggested the Evanston Historical Center as a site to consider, Crown center 

was also mentioned as a possible site. These will be looked into if  needed. 

Our band Sign will need renewal, showing its age. Dennis will take that on and bring it up 

to date. 

David brought up the idea of  a post concert reception after our last concert at Trinity. Band 

members can host with an assortment of  refreshments and invite the attendees as a thank you for 

your support gesture. Board passed this unanimously and details to be worked out by the next 

meeting or two. 

David asked for help sorting, filing, organizing music folders at Jeff ’s house on 6/21. It will 

be announced at the next rehearsal, hoping for a nice crew. 

Terry motioned to adjourn seconded by Jeff.   

Next meeting to be announced.  
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